
 

    

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

The Valley Equine Vet Centre 2017 State Dressage Championships are 

on this weekend after many months of organisation by volunteers.  The 

freestyle gala and entertainment looks like fun so make sure you book a 

table for the VIP section.  And for the riders, remember to smile as you 

ride down the centreline.   

 

In this edition we meet Deanna McDade.  Do you have a great idea for 

the newsletter? Contact us at www.dressagewa.org.     
  

 
 

 

 

 

Nearly halfway through the year and the Valley Equine WA State 

Dressage Championships are upon us this weekend! The Working Party 

have been putting in many hours to make this a great event so please 

support it in any way you can on the 6th and 7th May. The Trade hub 

and is looking bigger than ever and we have some fantastic new 

sponsors on board. The Spectator Judging on Saturday night will be fun 

and we have our top riders performing their freestyles on this evening. 

Even the weather is looking good!  

 

Good Luck to all who are participating. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

Gill Botten (Chair DWA) 
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Dressage WA Newsletter 

“ The trainer must develop an eye for mistakes and, most importantly, must 

be able to identify  the real reason for the problem, not just the symptoms”  

 
 “Dressage with Kyra”  Kyra Kyrklund and Jytte Lemkow  Kenilworth press UK 1998  
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Dressage Western Australia Committee Members 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Chair - Gill Botten 

Vice Chair – Tracy Spackman 

Treasurer - Roslyn O’Halloran 

 
Finance/Treasury – Roslyn O’Halloran  

DWA budget management, DDF 

accounts, purchase orders and 

payments 

Issue of Information – Rebecca 

DeVries 

Website and Facebook 

Correspondence - Gill 

Botten/Suzanne Simons  

Minutes, Agendas, incoming and 

outgoing correspondence.   

Business/Strategic Planning - TBA 

Events – Working Parties 

Club Liaison – Marjory Stanger 

Pony Representative – Steph Munro 

Participant Representative – Kate 

Baxter 

Official Liaison - Elaine Greene 

Judges, Stewards, liaising with other 

disciplines, national issues.   

High Performance - Gill Botten 

EA/EWA - Gill Botten  

liaising with EWA Board and CEO, 

ADC etc.   

Riders Representative - Tracy 

Spackman 

Includes downgrading applications, 

Rider’s forum etc.   

Performance Trophies/Awards –Val 

Mayger 

DWA Newsletter - Suzanne Simons 

Para Equestrian – Val Mayger 

Young and Junior Rider Rep – Natalie 

Sakich/Steph Munro 
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Meet dressage rider Deanna McDade 
 
Deanna and Evenfall Capulet are currently competing medium and advanced and show great dedication 

and persistence. With their “illegal” flying changes under control Deanna and her horse are ready for this 

weekend’s State Dressage Championships.   

 

 

How did you start out in riding and dressage?   

 

My Name is Deanna McDade and I’m a 

horsaholic!!!   

 

Some days it’s a pleasurable addiction and some 

days a punishing one. But even the early mornings, 

picking up continual horse poop, the dirt, the toe 

crushing’s and the endless 24 hour on call duties, 

there is NOTHING else I would ever want to do as 

life without horses would be incomplete. 

 

I was your usual 14 year old madly in love with 

anything equine, but with parents not at all horse 

minded.  But dreams do come true, one day they 

purchased acreage and I was able to buy my first 

horse. A moody, smutty, palomino mare with major 

issues called Goldie (original) that wished for 

nothing more than to see me thrown off and lying 

on the ground. Luckily I bounced, and as an 

addicted horse lover she was the best horse in the 

world and was the love of my life. I attended 

Darling Range Pony Club for years with Goldie then 

progressed to a typical, but lovely, bay thoroughbred called Lucky.  We did Royal Show Pony Club dressage 

pairs and fours and a bit of hacking. The most gorgeous lady Shelley Flavel was my coach and the one I turned 

to with regards to anything horse. (She still is and has the most amazing knowledge).  Together we went 

searching for "the wonder horse” that would carry me into the dressage world.  A lovely Medium dressage 

horse called High Society was bought.  So I was ready to start my competition career finally at 21. Maybe 

become an expert, maybe Olympic selection – wild passionate dreams, then Bang! I met a gorgeous man 

(who I have now been married to for 28 years) and from that moment life changed.   

 

Like so many 40+ ladies who have come back into riding, I roll the clock forward many years. I was 45, I decide 

to take my twin nieces for a birthday treat, riding lesson at Oriel Park Riding School, the minute I walked through 

the gates I’m hooked, I'm in heaven and knew that my life was about to change again.  Immediately, without 

any hesitation, I was having riding lessons and leasing a school horse from Alisa Dodd’s at Oriel Park, A new 

acquaintance, who was about to become a huge part of my life.  So twice weekly lessons, I was back.  Once 

again I had aspirations to take on the "dressage world” and buy that special horse and that magic saddle.  At 

that point I still had not ridden a dressage test.  

 

“Yet such was to be my destiny.” Quote from a much loved 1949’s children book Jill’s Gymkhana, which Deb 

gave to me and embarrassingly I still re read occasionally.   

 

Then life changed again. 

 

A potential purchase horse put in an unexpected buck during a lesson and I hit the ground with such a bang I 

knew it was not going to end well. In obstinate Deanna fashion with Alisa helping, I stood up and I hobbled, 

broken, to the office, waiting for my son to arrive to take me to hospital to check the extent of damage. 
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 It couldn’t be true, I wasn’t having it. Give me some painkillers, I have horses to ride. But no, it wasn’t going to 

happen, it was over. I had broken my back.  Spinal bone - L2 broken into 5 pieces.  They said, “ You, my girl, are 

one lucky lady. Hang up your riding boots!” Four weeks sedated in hospital then 2 months bed ridden at home 

in a back brace.  Life was not much fun. 

 

After 4 months, I was up and walking, recovering well.  One day I was lying on a bed with my best friend/cousin 

who had ovarian cancer.   "Deb, I want to ride again” I said. "I feel have unfinished business”.  Deb said to me, 

“You must. You adore horses, I’m done, I can’t do what I planned to do in my life, do what you love, live your 

life, because we don’t know what tomorrow holds." Four days later she died and 10 days later I got back on the 

horse. 

 

In 2013 I made it to the dressage world on a lovely grey ex eventer called Elmo. Lessons, training days, clinics. I 

was addicted.  Float bought, competitions began. 

 

My then and now coach Alisa Dodd’s, was at my side always. She is an amazing coach, and fits me just right. I 

don’t learn quickly, I have to be told things over and over, and suddenly YAY!!  Light bulb moment.  It’s taken a 

long time for me to find my balance and developed feel and connection with the reins. But Alisa is priceless, 

never getting frustrated, never letting me get down when things get tough.  She coached me on that loveable 

grey nut job from Prelim to elementary.  Then it was time to hand Elmo to my son Jack, as I had found my 

dream horse! 

 

Tell us about your horse.  

 

Evenfall Capulet is a 16.2 hh Hanoverian, 12 year old schoolmaster. Costly, but my gorgeous husband knowing 

my dreams said, "go buy him”.   Ridden for three years by one of our amazing W.A. riders, beautifully trained 

and campaigned by this slim, tall, young, strong, expert rider, basically everything I am not!  

 

I had Capi downgraded to elementary due to my inexperience and limitations with my back injury. Now for 2 

years, I have along with my dedicated coach Alisa, been learning how to ride this priceless horse.    He is kind, 

steady and safe. But for me then, a novice rider, a bloody challenge. “Just because you buy a Ferrari, doesn’t 

mean you can drive it”!!  Most of my first elementary tests with Capi had at least 8 illegal flying changes. I had 

never done changes, now I couldn’t stop them.  But I knew there was no point in throwing a wobbly and 

stamping my feet.  I just had to learn how to ride him.  We concentrate on keeping him straight, waiting for my 

commands and trying to keep me still and balanced 

because he can take over as he is a "know it all" and a bit of 

a bully. I have worked really hard and I can honestly say 

that the last two months have been amazing.  I’m 

improving, he is listening and I feel I’m starting to ride this 

gorgeous horse as he should be ridden.   

 

What are your riding goals?   

 

My long-term goal is always to stay on.  I ride with anxiety 

that my journey could be over with another bad fall. This 

does affect my performance in the arena but I’m working to 

overcome this.  I am amazed and humbled that I am now 

riding Advanced tests.  It’s a great thrill to put on those tails, 

but I still don’t feel comfortable in them, I feel like an 

imposter. A Judge recently told me that she admired my 

persistence and dedication, I have this in abundance.  

Stubborn headed, persistence and complete dedication.  

So, it is my goal to perfect this advanced level and feel 

relaxed and competent. Who knows one day I might have a 

go at Prix St George. And at that point I would have to say, 

my dressage dreams will be fulfilled. 
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How can dressage in WA be improved? 

 

As a relatively new competitor, I love how dressage in WA is accommodating all levels of riders. You can be an 

amazing rider, or like me an average, middle age woman, and we can all compete equally. Albeit our scores 

will be different but we all get the opportunity to present to the judge. 

 

What I like about WA dressage is that everyone is friendly and approachable and I think we genuinely care 

about each other. 90% of us out there are doing dressage because we love it, not for the winning. We love 

striving to be better each time we compete, we love the dress up and the formal element of the competitions 

and we must like being judged otherwise we wouldn’t participate.   

 

I find our judges are consistent and fair. It’s easy for us to get offended with low scores, but if they didn’t mark 

what we doing incorrectly, then how would we know what to improve on.  Judges, stewards and officials have 

wonderful experience and knowledge and always seem keen to share with this with riders.  My favorite job is 

writing at shows, you learn so much about judge’s expectations. 

 

Over the last year I have realized by talking to riders, no matter if you are Prep or FEI, we all have the same 

confidence doubts, fears and anxieties as we ride down the centre line. 

 

The best thing we can all learn is to relax and enjoy the fact that we are extremely lucky to be Equestrian’s. 
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Steward’s Corner 
 By Janet Reid 

 
 

 

W.A STATE DRESSAGE CHAMPIONSHIPS - Saturday 6 and Sunday 7 May 2017 

 

Whips – refer to 2.6 of the current EA Dressage Rules: 

 
Whips for EA Tests at the State Championships: 

 Whips (at regulation length) may be carried in both the warm-up arena, and in the competition arena, for 

dressage tests from Preliminary to Advanced level.  

 

Whips for FEI Tests at the State Championships: 

 Whips (at regulation length) may be carried in the warm-up arena only for tests from PSG to Grand Prix 

level.   

 The following penalties apply if a whip is carried past the Gear Steward: 

 Circling the arena carrying a whip will incur a penalty of 2 points from each judge; 

 Entering the dressage arena with a whip will incur a penalty of 2 points from each judge; 

 Carrying a whip in a test for more than 3 movements will entail elimination.   

 

Unauthorised Assistance 
Any intentional outside intervention by voice, signs, etc, is considered assistance to a rider or horse and is 

Penalised by Elimination.   Refer to Rule 3.11 of the EA Dressage Rules. 

 

Head Phones 
Head Phones are permitted in warm-up and exercise areas, but not past the Gear Steward and not in 

Competition.  Refer Table 2.12 and Annexure F of the EA Dressage Rules.  The penalty is Elimination. 

 

Medication Control 

 
 Random swabbing of ponies/horses is mandatory at the WA State Dressage Championships.  

 This applies to both Competitor and Participant entries. 

 For easy identification by the attending veterinarian, please have available: 

 Your horse’s EA Registration papers if you are entered as a “Competitor”; 

 Any Breed or Racing Papers if you are entered as a “Participant”. 

 If you have no registration papers for your pony/horse, then swabbing will still take place with the 

attending veterinarian completing a standard form for animal identification. 

 

Best of luck to all Riders at the WA State Dressage Championships! 
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Valley Equine Vet Centre State Dressage Championships 

Merchandise 
 

 
A select number of teeshirts and polo shirts will be available for purchase at the 2017 State Dressage 

Championships from Suzanne Simons in the Parklife Small Farm Solutions tent in the Trade Village.  First in, best 

dressed! 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Valley Equine Vet Centre 2017 State Dressage Championships  

Freestyle Gala 
 

6th May 

State Equestrian Centre 

 
An evening of dressage freestyles, equine entertainment and a live saddle auction! 

NEW this year! Spectator judging with a prize sponsored by Parklife Small Farm Solutions 

Saddle auction proudly sponsored by Bates Saddles with total voucher valued at $5195 

6 pm: Doors open 

6:15pm: Equine Entertainment by Louise Crosby 

6:30pm: Light supper catered by Spices Catering inclusive of a complimentary glass of wine 

7pm: Dressage Freestyles – Medium to Grand Prix 

Places are strictly limited (a waitlist will be in place) 

6 tables available with 10 seats per table 

$70 per ticket (not inclusive of booking fee) 
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Workshop at Mid-week Dressage 17 March 2017   
 
The organisers of mid- week dressage have introduced a new concept aimed at helping riders and coaches to 

understand what the judge is looking for in a test. 

 

Jackie Lancaster will invite a judge at each show to take time to cover a topic of their choice. The first cab off 

the rank was Elaine Greene. Elaine put together top tips from some of the worlds most experienced judges. 

These tips related to all riders and provoked a positive discussion.  Most riders had not understood the 

importance of riding even the most simple movement from start to finish and how marks can be improved.   

 
 9 Tips for Riding Winning Dressage Test  

Dressage Today 

Top dressage judges Lilo Fore, Anne Gribbons and Hilda Gurney weigh in. 
 
 

1. Ride Centrelines 

Our first expert, Anne Gribbons, FEI 5* judge and U.S. dressage coach from 2010 to 2013, encourages riders to 

incorporate centrelines into their daily work. “To ride a centreline correctly you need a good degree of 

balance and straightness. The horse must be even on both reins and obedient to the half halt. The entrance 

must be straight; the downward transition must be smooth and the halt square. The horse must stand at 

attention, with his nose on the vertical, ready for the upward transition, which must be prompt and energetic. 

This is the first thing that the judges see and it will make an impression. The problem is that many riders are not 

comfortable riding on the centreline. They do all kinds of exercises to supple the horse, but they don’t ride him 

straight down the centreline. Straightness is not the very first level of the Training Scale, but it is one of the more 

important ones and it should be addressed fairly early in the horse’s training. 

 

“Now let’s talk about the downward transition to halt and its preparation,” continues Gribbons. “When the 

horse trots or canters down, he must be balanced over his hind legs so that his front legs come down like 

snowflakes on the ground. He has already taken the weight behind so he is sitting down a little bit. Then he 

drops his front legs down and he is perfectly square. And that kind of a halt looks good from all angles. He 

should then stand, immobile and attentive with his nose on the vertical, and wait for the rider’s forward aid. The 

transition upward must be engaged and energetic, and that is not so easy after the horse has been standing 

stock-still. If the horse is the least bit behind the leg, it will not look good. He will take the first step with the front 

legs and shuffle forward.” 

 

Practice is really the only way to perfect a centreline, says Gribbons. “Incorporate centrelines into your daily 

work. Practice going down in trot or canter and shortening the strides as if preparing for halt, but keep moving. 

It is important to vary where you halt on the centreline and also to ride down the centreline many times without 

halting at all. The horse must always think “forward” and not anticipate the downward transition. It’s the horse’s 

responsibility to keep moving until you ask him to stop. Ride this line habitually until your horse is totally 

comfortable going straight and is waiting for your directive whether it’s a pirouette, leg yield or a halt.” 

 

2. Disciplined Transitions 

Another thing that impresses our judges is clear and confident transitions, particularly downward transitions. 

Gribbons says that she doesn’t often see excellent downward transitions. “I see a lot of horses who can do 

forward transitions, but then the down transition is not nearly as crisp.” She adds that transitions, although 

important at all levels, are especially important in lower levels, where they are really the meat of the test. “What 

is there that really separates a good rider from an excellent one when the lower-level tests have fewer 

movements? It is all transitions! Being disciplined at the beginning of the training will serve you well as you 

continue up the levels because there will always be transitions—now it is trot to canter, but eventually it will be 

canter to halt or passage to canter. Of all the tools that we have to train a dressage horse, the most important 
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tool in the box is the transitions. The uphill balance, throughness and obedience that come with practicing 

transitions is the basis for everything at the upper levels.” 

 

Transitions are another thing that our judges feel improve with repetition. But as the saying goes: Practice does 

not make perfect, perfect practice makes perfect. Riders must be picky about the horse’s responsiveness to 

the aids and his balance as he moves into the next gait. FEI 5* judge Lilo Fore explains how to maintain this 

balance in the downward transition: “It is very important for the rider to remember that the down transition has 

a forward action rather than a stopping action. Training the horse to rotate the pelvis and lower the croup will 

not happen overnight. It is a process which takes time and careful consideration. My explanation to the rider is 

to think of a downward transition as a new beginning to a new gait rather than the end of the gait they were 

in. They must always think uphill, even in a downward transition.” Fore says to think of an airplane. “Airplanes 

land on their rear wheels first. I would like my horses to be like a well-flown plane, so the rider must learn to be a 

good pilot. When training transitions in this way, the horse will become more horizontal in his outline. From there 

he can learn how to bend behind the saddle in the loin and sink through the joints, allowing the hind legs to 

bear weight and not just cover ground. In the future, this will lead to lightness of the forehand and self-carriage. 

Engagement will begin, which can develop into collection and a degree of cadence. This is the magic of 

developing and enhancing our horses’ gaits and paces.”  

 

3. In a Dressage Test, The Directives Give You the Answers  

Many riders, when learning a new test, study the movements diligently, but Fore thinks they should pay more 

attention to the directives in the next column: “Most riders know the required movements, but not the 

directives, and that is what we judges pay attention to,” she says. “We look to see how the horse is ridden in 

these required exercises. Is the horse ridden to the contact? Does he maintain rhythm and regularity in all gaits? 

Does he show a degree of suppleness appropriate for his level? Does the rider keep a tempo that facilitates 

balance? Even for a simple circle the directives are explicit: ‘consistent bend around the rider’s inside leg, 

placement and control over the size of circle, reach to the bit and the quality of the gait.’ The directives 

mention these important details and more. 

 

“The movements are only beneficial if the directives are addressed,” Fore continues. “It takes focus and 

preparation, as well as mental and physical awareness of how the horse responds to our aids. Make the arena 

your friend—corners and circles are not the enemy! Learn to activate the horse’s engine on these curved lines 

and send him into the contact. Impulsion and connection should always be maintained even when bend is 

needed for an upcoming corner, circle or lateral movement. The letters of the arena, the distance between 

them and the circle points must be understood by the rider in order to train the horse correctly. Riding 

accurately will help to teach acceptance of the aids and the contact. Without that we have nothing. So when 

you practice your test, do more than just ride the movement. Ride the movement and answer all the questions, 

meet the requirements of that movement as stated in the directives.” 

 

4. Go Back to Basics: Develop the Quality of The Gaits 

Olympian and “I” judge Hilda Gurney encourages riders to look past the required movements and really 

examine the quality of the horse’s gaits and how it can be improved: “I think most riders do not focus on one of 

the foremost goals of dressage, which is the development of the gaits. To develop the horse’s gaits, the rider 

has to have a supple, balanced seat and ride the horse from back to front. Only then can you have the horse 

really through and even on both reins. From there you must ride the horse boldly forward within his tempo. 

“If you look at the FEI Training Scale, rhythm is the first thing to come and, often, the first thing to go!” Gurney 

continues. “Riders need to remember that impulsion does not mean ‘go faster.’ Impulsion comes from 

balancing the horse between the aids and making him more supple and responsive. Riding forward to the bit, 

but in balance, improves the horse’s gaits, whereas quickening the tempo and going faster push the horse out 

of his natural rhythm and diminish the quality of the gaits.” Gurney believes that riders are often unsure of how 

to develop the uphill balance that improves the power and clarity of the gaits: “I think the most important thing 

for riders to remember when improving the gaits is to ride back to front so that the horse reaches for the bit 

without getting too low. You see some lower-level riders ride the whole test practically in a long and low frame. 

Stretching is a really good exercise for developing suppleness in the back, but it should be done in moderation, 

as it can encourage the horse to travel on the forehand. Eventually the horse must be on the bit and ridden 

uphill. I often see lower-level riders try to develop the uphill balance by pulling back. They are more worried 
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about the headset than truly riding the horse through from the hind legs. It is only by strengthening the hind end 

and developing pushing power that a horse can be connected and uphill. This is why riding properly forward is 

so incredibly important.” 

 

One mistake that our judges often see in regard to the quality of the gaits is riders sacrificing the suspension in 

the canter. Gurney expounds on the qualities of a good canter: “The important thing in the canter is to try to 

keep that jump because a lot of riders, in trying to collect the canter, make the canter flat or, in trying to build 

power, will often rush the tempo. The most important thing is to hear the rhythm of the canter. You can hear the 

good canter, and it isn’t one–two–three. There is a fourth, silent moment that indicates suspension. When a 

horse becomes tense, that moment is lost and the tempo is a hurried one–two–three, one–two–three.”  

Probably the most difficult gait to improve is the walk, but Fore tells riders not to be afraid of educating the walk 

in their training: “How many times do we ride and educate in the trot and canter and yet we are afraid to train 

the walk? Practice lengthening the strides, shortening the strides, doing transitions involving walk, and educate! 

Let the horse stretch in the walk, then shorten the reins into medium walk and try a few shorter steps toward 

collection, then back to the medium walk. Walk over poles to train the horse to lift his legs. There is nothing 

wrong with training the walk. Most problems in the walk occur because the rider allows the gait to get too slow 

and the frame gets short but the strides are not shortened or lengthened. The horse must be just as honest in the 

contact at the walk as he is in the trot and canter. The important thing is to never lose the forward desire when 

working in any gait.” 

 

5. Make Corners A Habit 

Our judges unanimously agree that corners are an underutilized part of every dressage test. Gribbons remarks, 

“Going into the corners is another thing that is not so hard to practice and makes a lot of sense because it 

provides an extra step or two to prepare your horse. But many riders neglect them, which is unfortunate  

because then they can’t turn onto that diagonal or down the centreline and have their horses straight and 

balanced. This seems like a small detail, but it’s very important because in today’s competition if you want to 

win, you have to pay attention to all these small things. Otherwise, you will not understand why—although your 

changes were brilliant and your extension outstanding—you did not win.” 

 

Gribbons feels that riding corners is a habit that must be made at home. “Every corner is a quarter of a 10-

meter circle. You are going to come in straight, bend for about two steps, straighten and then you’re done. 

And if you do this in every corner it will become second nature. It is something that is done in a few seconds, 

but it gives you a huge advantage: an extra step to prepare, a little more suppleness training, a moment to test 

your horse’s obedience, a chance to collect your thoughts before the next movement. As you move up the 

levels, your success will be determined by how well you use the space and time you are given in the test.”  

 

6. Refine Your Aids to Increase Responsiveness 

Gurney brings up the important subject of refining the aids. “One thing I really like to see when people ride the 

test are subtle, refined aids. I think when aids are really loud and disruptive to the horse it does not make for a 

harmonious picture. The rider must become fit and disciplined enough to train the horse to respond to quiet 

aids,” says Gurney. It often happens that when riders practice at home they feel confident making corrections, 

but in the ring they sometimes freeze and feel the need to hold the horse together. Gurney thinks that this often 

happens because riders do not insist on their horse being responsive to the aids. She says, “Riders, especially 

amateur riders, are often too worried about themselves making a mistake and forget to hold the horse 

accountable for being attentive to their aids. It is a vicious cycle in which the rider often ends up sacrificing her 

position, preventing her from riding effectively.” 

 

Gurney also stresses that the rider’s timing is important to developing responsiveness to the aids. “The horse has 

to learn to respond within the tempo. This is what makes dressage different from reining or jumping. A reiner or a 

jumper must respond instantly. Therefore, he has to keep his feet on the ground. If a horse knows that he must 

respond to a turn at any moment, he is not going to give you as much of a suspension period because he 

needs to be pushing off the ground to respond. He stays low to the ground and takes small, quick steps. In 

dressage, we want that suspension and you can’t have a horse ready to respond at any moment and have 

suspension. You must teach him to respond within the tempo like a ballet dancer who must move in time to the 

music.” 
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7. Don’t Rush the Rein-back 

The rein-back is a movement that riders have trouble with all the way up through Grand Prix. Gribbons believes 

that problems arise when riders do not carefully train and practice the rein-back as part of their regular work: 

“Often the horse comes into the ring and looks confused when the rider asks for a rein-back, as if they have 

never practiced. I think a lot of this confusion comes from how horses are taught. I personally believe that the 

rein-back is not a natural movement for a horse and that it can be a little frightening for them. Horses do not 

feel comfortable going back like that because it sets them up as prey. So if the horse is taught in a forceful way 

with the rider pulling on the reins, it is likely he will panic and freeze up or run backward. This is why I train the 

rein-back in a very specific way.” (To see Gribbons’ approach to teaching rein-back, visit DressageToday.com.) 

Gribbons continues, “In the ring, the rein-back is either a testament to the suppleness and throughness of the 

horse or just the opposite! Movements like the rein-back are the real point-getters. Most horses today can do 

the exciting movements: the extended trot, half passes and changes. So what separates a great pair from an 

average pair is being able to do both!” 

 

8. Perfect Your Pirouettes  

Gribbons feels that riders often overlook walk pirouettes. “Let’s look at the Prix St. Georges. For the flying 

changes we get one score for each line, and we have now practiced them hundreds, if not thousands, of 

times and we are aggravated to death if one change isn’t clean. But then I sit and judge the Prix St. Georges 

and I look at the half pirouettes at the walk, which very often look as if the horse is not quite sure about what 

the rider wants. A thousand things can go wrong with this half pirouette at the walk: The horse can plant his 

hind legs, spin around too quickly, come above the bit or become lateral. So now you get a 5 for the half 

pirouettes at the walk. Wouldn’t it be great if you could have gotten a 7 or an 8 instead? You do not get paid 

more for that whole line of changes than for the half pirouette, and the pirouette is not so difficult to get right. 

And I know why you don’t practice it—because it’s boring. Yes, it’s boring, but, boy, if you practice that 

enough and it looks good, it’s an impressive thing to collect points on,” says Gribbons. 

 

Fore also finds that riders do not understand the difference between turn on the haunches and pirouettes. “The 

difference is not just the size but the walk for the pirouettes must now show a shortening or collecting of the 

walk strides. The circle that the hind legs travel on in the turn on the haunches is up to 2 feet in diameter and is 

ridden from a medium walk, which is then slightly shortened. “The pirouette, on the other hand, is ridden in 

collected walk with the hind legs stepping as much on the spot as possible,” Fore continues. “This can be a 

tricky thing to achieve. If the haunches are leading even slightly in the turn, the forehand will have trouble 

turning and the hind legs will get stuck or the horse will think backwards or maybe even turn in the middle. The 

horse’s shoulder must therefore be in a slight leading position, otherwise the front legs cannot cross in front of 

the rider and the hind legs will eventually get stuck.” 

 

9. Establish Balance to Achieve Harmony 

Harmony is a word that we find on every dressage test, but many riders find this to be an elusive quality. Fore 

says that harmony can be achieved only when the horse is balanced and comfortable and the rider has 

developed the ability to give clear, effective aids. It is a meeting of minds, a mutual understanding that the 

rider is the leader and will move the horse’s body in a way that maximizes his comfort and freedom of 

movement. In order to facilitate this, the horse must trust and comprehend the rider’s cues so that he becomes 

suspended between her quiet, accurate aids. A pair that is connected in this way looks as if they are moving as 

one. It is the ultimate depiction of balance and the high-wire act of dressage. 

 

Fore emphasizes that harmony does not occur overnight. Balance must be built and tested and along the way, 

the horse and rider should break out of their comfort zone. She urges riders not to avoid manipulating the 

horse’s body, whether that be through frequent changes of direction or moving between different types of 

lateral work or changing the length of the frame and stride. This work teaches the horse to be attentive to the 

rider and improves his balance. She adds, “Only when the horse is balanced between all of the aids is harmony 

possible.”  

 

Article courtesy of Dressage Today Magazine online 17.03.17 

 

http://dressagetoday.com/
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Young Horse Seminar with Ricky MacMillan 
By Elaine Greene 

 

 

 

 

 

An enthusiastic group of Young Horse Judges riders breeders took part 

in the Ricky MacMillan EA YH Seminar on 16th April.  Ricky kept 

everyone on the job with her discussion topics and questions to 

participants.   They were fortunate to judge some beautiful  up and 

coming 4, 5, 6  year old horses.  There was a mixture of both talented 

home bred and imported horses. All showed super temperaments and 

quality of pace. Participants were able to listen to a demo from our 3 

local YH judges working together as a team to assess test riding. 
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